At Technovation Solutions, NEC visitors can experience the art of the possible

NEC and Technovation Solutions

At a Glance

• NEC and Technovation Solutions offer an immersive customer experience, showcasing a wide arrange of NEC technologies enabling today’s Smart Enterprise

• At the Technovation Solution NEC showcase, you’ll see:
  ◊ Our world-renowned facial recognition biometric technology powering a variety of solutions, including VIP guest welcome and concierge, facility secure entry and perimeter security applications
  ◊ Enterprise-grade unified communications showcased in a hospitality guest room setting
  ◊ Highly secure, government-grade private-cloud hosting (Infrastructure as a Service) for a variety of popular enterprise applications
  ◊ Operations command and control software and solutions

Overview

Conveniently located in Las Vegas, Technovation Solutions is an NEC-sponsored showroom, displaying the latest technologies and solutions for the Smart Enterprise. These solutions are designed to help businesses improve security, safety, efficiency and customer engagement.

Throughout the showroom, Technovation features numerous NEC cutting-edge technologies, including NeoFace facial recognition technology applied in three different use cases.

As you enter the facility, the NeoFace Welcome kiosk greets VIP guests, offers visitor registration and personalized advertising. The kiosk can also act as a point of sale in retail settings.

In a simulated VIP guest room, see, touch and use the UT-880, NEC’s reinvention of the desk phone, featuring a touch screen with a variety of useful guest communication options.

In the conference room setting, learn about NEC’s Infrastructure as a Service offering with Iron Mountain, which provides a 100-percent dedicated, fully managed and scalable private cloud offering. The hosting environment is FISMA High certified, a high-security designation that allows government agencies to host its most sensitive data in Iron Mountain’s secure underground data center.

Also in the conference room, visitors can see NEC Command, a command-and-control operations and analytics engine for today’s demanding data center environments.
About Technovation Solutions

Technovation Solutions is a customer experience innovator providing its showcase partners with the capability to display and use technologies that provide solutions to the hospitality industry and beyond.

The center’s key focus is building immersive customer experiences with the staff enablement tools necessary to provide those experiences cost effectively.

Technovation emulates guest experiences in a simulated VIP Suite, hotel lobby, casino floor, restaurant and meeting areas. From digital way-finding and in-room guest controls to complex supply chain management software and everything in between, the center helps partners and clients meet their objectives.

Specializing in hospitality and travel verticals, and expanding into healthcare and retail, the Technovation Center showcases a broad range of technologies in their user environments, allowing clients to see, feel, touch and experience what their guests will.

Learn More

Visit us online at www.technovationsolutions.com

Visit our showroom at 5955 Edmond St., Las Vegas, NV 89118

Smart Enterprise Solutions

Business Agility
A mobile workforce optimally responsive to customers and business challenges

Cloud Delivery
Flexible, carefree, on-demand deployment methods - premises, cloud and hybrid

Collaborative Communities
Productive teamwork for better workplace productivity, customer value & business outcome

Assured Services
Business continuity & data security ensured by a highly available secure IT infrastructure

About NEC Corporation of America: Headquartered in Irving, Texas, NEC Corporation of America is a leading technology integrator providing solutions that improve the way people work and communicate. NEC delivers integrated Solutions for Society that are aligned with our customers’ priorities to create new value for people, businesses and society, with a special focus on safety, security and efficiency. We deliver one of the industry’s strongest and most innovative portfolios of communications, analytics, security, biometrics and technology solutions that unleash customers’ productivity potential. Through these solutions, NEC combines its best-in-class solutions and technology, and leverages a robust partner ecosystem to solve today’s most complex business problems. NEC Corporation of America is a wholly-owned subsidiary of NEC Corporation, a global technology leader with a presence in 160 countries and $28 billion in revenues. For more information, visit necam.com.
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